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Resumo

A iluminura românica que chegou até nós encontra-se intimamente ligada ao mundo 

monástico, particularmente aos mosteiros de São Mamede do Lorvão, São Pedro de 

Arouca, Santa Cruz de Coimbra e Santa Maria de Alcobaça. É neste universo cultural, 

rico de referências religiosas, políticas e artísticas que nos propomos estudar a cor. 

Como formas de construção da cor, entendemos a procura de certas combinações 

e padrões bem como de efeitos visuais particulares. Procedeu-se à quantificação 

das principais cores presentes, através do mapeamento da cor, obtendo-se assim 

a distribuição das áreas relativas para o azul, vermelho, verde, amarelo e laranja. 

O trabalho de investigação levado a cabo por uma equipa interdisciplinar permitiu 

assim lançar novas hipóteses em relação às opções estéticas e simbólicas dos ilu-

minadores e à datação dos manuscritos, respectivamente do Apocalipse do Lorvão 

e os De avibus. 

Procuramos ainda dar início a uma narrativa que nos permita chegar ao significa-

do da cor nos códices medievais (sécs. XII e XIII), detectando as contribuições das 

três culturas medievais que forjaram o Portugal moderno – hebraica, muçulmana e 

cristã. •

Abstract

The Romanesque illumination is intimately linked to the monastic world; particularly 

to the São Mamede do Lorvão, São Pedro de Arouca, Santa Cruz de Coimbra and 

Santa Maria de Alcobaça monasteries. It is in this cultural universe, rich in religious, 

political and artistic references that we propose to study colour. By exploring how 

colour was created and applied in specific patterns and for especial visual effects, 

we aim to contribute for a better understanding of its symbolic and social meaning. 

Colour distribution was quantified by mapping the relative areas of the main colours, 

blue, red, green, yellow and orange. The interdisciplinary research that was carried 

out has put forward new hypotheses in relation to aesthetic and symbolic options 

of the illuminators and to the dating of the manuscripts, Lorvão Apocalypse and De 

Avibus respectively.

Finally, we started a narrative that will allow us to unveil the meaning of the colour 

in medieval codices, detecting the contributions of the three medieval cultures which 

forged Portugal, that is the Hebrew, Muslim and Christian cultures. •
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the colour of 
medieval portuguese 
illumination:  
an interdisciplinary 
approach

Preamble

In 2004, we started an interdisciplinary project on the colour of medieval Portuguese 

illuminations, within which an interdisciplinary team 1 was created. The experimental 

design as well as the modus operandi were developed and fully tested 2. Two im-

portant and dated manuscripts were selected as case studies, Apocalypse and The 

Book of Birds (De Avibus of Hugh of Fouilloy) from São Mamede do Lorvão mon-

astery. The study of colour was continued in a project that included the scriptoria 

of Santa Cruz de Coimbra and Santa Maria de Alcobaça as well as a larger and 

representative selection of manuscripts 3. In this paper, the findings of these two 

projects will be presented.

1. The Romanesque illuminated manuscripts in 
Portugal and the Alcobaça, Lorvão and Santa 
Cruz monasteries

The Romanesque illumination is intimately linked to the monastic world; particularly 

to the São Mamede do Lorvão, São Pedro de Arouca, Santa Cruz de Coimbra and 

Santa Maria de Alcobaça monasteries 4. The two last monasteries present the more 

homogeneous and consistent collections of our Romanesque scriptoria and, at that 
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4. Miranda, M.A. 1996. A Iluminura Românica em 

Santa Cruz de Coimbra e Santa Maria de Alcoba-

ça. PhD Dissertation. Lisboa: Universidade Nova 

de Lisboa; Miranda, M.A. 1996. A Iluminura de 

Santa Cruz no Tempo de Santo António. Lisboa: 

Edições Inapa; Nascimento, A.A., Miranda, M.A. 

(coord.) 1999. A Iluminura em Portugal: Identi-

dade e Influência (do séc. X ao XVI): catálogo da 

Exposição. Lisboa: Biblioteca Nacional de Portu-

gal; Miranda, M.A., Lemos, A., Claro, A., Miguel, 

C. and Melo, M.J. 2008. A Iluminura Portuguesa, 

uma abordagem interdisciplinar. Revista de His-

tória de Arte – FCSH. 5: 228-245.

5. Mattoso, J. 2009. Os antepassados dos na-

vegadores in Naquele tempo. Ensaios de Histó-

ria Medieval. Lisboa: Temas e Debates/Círculo 

de Leitores, p.240: «(...) investigações recentes 

acerca da cultura dominante em Coimbra e nas 

cidades portuguesas do Sul mostram que os co-

nhecimentos dos Moçárabes estavam ainda su-

ficientemente vivos imediatamente a seguir à 

conquista cristã e que exerceram uma influência 

profunda sobre os clérigos destas mesmas ci-

dades durante o século XII. Ora Lorvão situa-se 

precisamente junto a Coimbra e era um centro 

importante da cultura moçárabe».

6. Pastoureau, M. 1996. Couleur, images, sym-

boles. Paris: Le Léopard d’Or, sd.p.47: «La sym-

bolique des couleurs est une notion floue dont 

on use et abuse. Il n’y a pas de symbolique des 

couleurs envisagée hors du temps  et de l’espace, 

mais seulement de multiples systèmes  de la cou-

leur ou dans un contexte  donné, précis, daté, 

localisé, les couleurs prennent en charge  tel ou 

tel réseau  de significations.» 

7. Peixeiro, H. 1998. A Iluminura do Apocalipse 

do Lorvão. Provas públicas para professor coor-

denador. Tomar: IPT/EST/DTAG/ACG, p.28.

8. «A documentação do Liber Testamentorum 

toma por referência a comunidade monástica 

do Lorvão. É esta, certamente mais antiga que 

o documento de 857 (...). Efectivamente, com-

provando ele que a comunidade monástica re-

cebe doações nessa data, há que admitir a sua 

existência anterior» in Nascimento, A.A. 2007. 

Liber Testamentarum do Mosteiro de Lorvão, in 

Monarquia y Sociedad en el Reino de León. De 

time, were central for the formation of the Portuguese nationality, assuming artistic 

protagonism in the kingdom. It is in this cultural universe 5, rich in religious, political 

and artistic references that we propose to study colour 6.

Inheriting of ancient traditions, the new religious orders, Benedictines, Augustinians 

and Cistercians, will integrate in their scriptoria important treatises for the artistic 

techniques, such as the Mappae Clavicula in the library of Santa Cruz de Coimbra 7  

and On divers arts very likely present in Alcobaça.

The monks’ artistic creativity is present in the architectural space they inhabited 

as well in the liturgical arts, particularly in the illuminated manuscripts. Colour ap-

pears as a fundamental element in the organisation of the Codex, creating sense 

and beauty. By exploring how colour was created and applied in specific patterns 

and for especial visual effects, we aim to contribute for a better understanding 

of its symbolic and social meaning in medieval Portuguese illuminations in these 

monasteries. We will approach this subject within an international context, namely 

considering the leading French monasteries, with which the Portuguese monks were 

connected, see Figure 1. 

The monastic libraries of Alcobaça and Santa Cruz were produced in their scripto-

ria, through the circulation of manuscripts between the monasteries which they 

were associated with, and together with donations made from or orders made to 

the most prestigious productive centres at that time. A short presentation of the 

monastic medieval libraries, and the monasteries in which they were established, is 

important for having a better understanding of the origin, purpose and circulation 

of medieval manuscripts. 

fig.1  portuguese medieval monasteries: são mamede do lorvão, santa cruz de coimbra 
and santa maria de alcobaça, and the french monasteries which they were associated 
with (mother abbeys)
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Alfonso III a Alfonso VII. ed. J.M. Fernández Ca-

tón, León, 315-339.

9. While both scholars agree with the fact that 

the date mentioned in the ms. 777, must be cor-

rected, Aires Augusto do Nascimento proposes 

857 and Fernández Catón 907 or 917. Please see 

also Mattoso, J. 2009. Recension to the paper by 

Nascimento A., Fernández Cáton, J. (ed). Liber 

testamentorum coenobii laurbanensis (estúdios). 

Léon: Centro de Estudios y Investigación. in Me-

diavalista. 7. Lisboa: FCSH: «Enquanto A. Nasci-

mento defende a correcção do evidente erro de 

data do referido documento de 777 para 857, 

Fernández Catón considera esta opinião impos-

sível e propõe 907 ou 917, mas inclina-se mais 

para 917 (pp. 467-475)». 

10. Mattoso, J. 1996. «A vida religiosa dos bene-

ditinos portugueses durante o séc. XIII» in Reli-

gião e Cultura na Idade Média Portuguesa. Lis-

boa: Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda, 2.ª ed., 

167-168: «Provavelmente ignoraremos para sem-

pre até que ponto eram verdadeiras as acusações 

feitas aos monges de Lorvão. Não podemos, po-

rém, deixar de notar que o fim do séc. XII é neste 

mosteiro uma época de prosperidade e de vitali-

dade religiosa, como atestam as cópias de livros 

aí feitas entre 1183 e 1189. Além disso, sabemos 

que os bens do mosteiro provocavam as ambições 

do bispo de Coimbra, contra as quais os monges 

se queixavam amargamente por volta de 1200».

The São Mamede do Lorvão monastery provides us scarce documental evidence on 

the date it was founded. A recent publication on Chartularium Laurbanense (Car-

tulary of Lorvão), also known as Livro dos Testamentos do Lorvão, coordinated by 

Aires Nascimento and Fernández Catón, proposes 857 8 and 917 9 for its foundation. 

This monastery had an important role in the period before the Portuguese Kingdom 

was founded, and was involved in the Iberian resistance to the introduction of the 

monarchism from Cluny 10. Its collection is heterogeneous and from 1206, the date 

from which it starts to follow the feminine Cistercian 11, we believe it will no more 

have a scriptorium, even though it continues to enrich its library. For the medieval 

period, the collection has 18 manuscripts, of which two have colophon, particularly 

significant for the history of illumination in Portugal – the Lorvão Apocalypse (1189) 

(Figure 2) and the De Avibus of Hughes de Fouilloy (1183-1184) (Figure 3). These 

manuscripts can be found in the National Archives (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do 

Tombo) 12.

Santa Cruz de Coimbra, which dates back to 1131, is one of the most important 

monasteries linked to the construction of Portugal as an independent kingdom. The 

communitarian life started the following year and its importance was reinforced by 

the fact it was the first royal pantheon. Donations from the crown and nobility were 

in the origins of the monastery that will follow the regular Canons of Saint Augus-

tine and the guidelines of St. Ruf of Avignon, depending on the Holy See due to 

the conflicts with the Cathedral of Coimbra 13. We know that the scribes substituted 

the Visigoth by the Carolina script between 1054 and 1072 in the documents of the 

chancellery 14, being the writing of the Codex close to this date. The first Codex is 

dated of 1139, Homiliário Santa Cruz 4 (Appendix 1), even though there are doubts 

of its production in this monastery 15. Until the first quarter of the thirteenth century, 

Santa Cruz has approximately 36 illuminated manuscripts from which a significant 

number will have here its origin. The collection has a total of 99 codices, conserved 

fig.2  lorvão apocalypse (1189), ff. 43, 115, 172v, 209v and 210. photo © antt
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fig.3  de avibus (book of birds) from lorvão monastery (1183-1184), ff. 5, 6, 16, 25 and 50v. photo © antt

11. Cocheril, M. 1978. Routier des Abbayes Cis-

terciennes du Portugal. Paris: Fondation Calouste 

Gulbenkian, p.195.

12. The illuminations of these two codex are 

available at http://digitarq.dgarq.gov.pt

13. Nascimento, A.A. 1998. «Vida de D. Telo» in 

Hagiografia de Santa Cruz de Coimbra.  Ed. critic, 

trad. e estudos introdutórios. Lisboa: Colibri, 81-82.

14. Azevedo Santos, M.J. 1994. Da visigótica à 

carolina. A escrita em Portugal de 882 a 1172. 

Lisboa: FCG/JNICT, 277-278.

15. Nascimento, A.A. 2002. Liber Testamentorum 

cit. N.C. Borges, Arte monástica em Lorvão, som-

bras e realidade – Das origens a 1737. Lisboa.

16. Vilares Cepeda, I. and Ferreira, T.D. 2001. In-

ventário dos Códices Iluminados até 1500. Vol.2. 

Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda.

17. Martins, A.A. 2003. O Mosteiro de Santa 

Cruz de Coimbra. Séculos XII-XV. Lisboa: Centro 

de História – Universidade de Lisboa; Gomes, 

S.A. Gomes. 2000. Limine Conscriptionis: Do-

cumentos, Chancelaria e Cultura no Mosteiro de 

Santa Cruz de Coimbra: Séculos XII-XIV. Coimbra: 

Polimage Editores.

18.  Ferreira, T.D. and Santana, A.C. 1993. O tra-

tamento documental de manuscritos ao serviço 

in the Public Library of Porto 16. It is one of the monasteries that have received more 

attentions from scholars 17.

Santa Maria de Alcobaça is a Cistercian monastery founded in 1153, the year in 

which St. Bernard died. Its foundation is also regulated through a «Carta de Couto» 

given to the white monks. Only few codices are dated, but the fact the construction 

of the monastery only started in 1179, shows that the scriptorium would have started 

to operate lately. It possesses a set of approximately 458 volumes from the Middle 

Ages, of which 160 illuminated ones from the last quarter of the 12th and first quarter 

of the 13th century, which are kept in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal 18. 

2. Characterization of the manuscripts from 
Alcobaça,Lorvão, Santa Cruz collections  
(12th-13th centuries)

As far as the contents of the libraries of Alcobaça and Santa Cruz are concerned, 

there is, in both, a strong predominance of works related to the Patristics (documents 

written by the Fathers of the Church transmitting the Christian thoughts of the 3rd 

to 8th century). Although in Alcobaça the Greek Patristics were highlighted, it was 

however almost absent in Santa Cruz. In Alcobaça we found a significant number 

of Fathers from the East. Amongst them, Origen, John of Damascus, St. Ephrem, 

St. Cyprian, St. Athanasius, Eusebius of Caesarea and John Chrysostom. In Santa 

Cruz, we only have Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea with the Ecclesiastic History, 

which was justified by the presence of the Bernardin spirituality in the formation 

of Alcobaça monastery. As far as the Latin Patristics is concerned, the resemblance 
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da investigação: a experiência da Biblioteca Na-

cional. Cadernos BAD, p. 1.

19. Twelfth century encyclopaedias, contempora-

ry for the ms. studied.

20. In Santa Cruz there is only one copy from 

Papias.

between both libraries should be stressed. Saint Augustine and St. Gregory in Al-

cobaça, and Saint Augustine and Saint Isidore, in Santa Cruz (library in which we 

also find a copy of Saint Ambrose, St. Gregory, St. Bede and Cassian), are the most 

representative authors, being significantly higher in number in Alcobaça (for exam-

ple, Saint Augustine appears about twenty times).

The encyclopaedias are the second group of works, being present Saint Augustine 

with De doctrina christiana, Saint Isidore with Etimologias, St. Bede with De Rerum 

Naturam and Hugh of Saint Victor with Didaskalion. In both monasteries, the ency-

clopaedias from Honorius Augustodunensis and William of Conches are absent 19. 

Peter Lombard, a polemic author whose work is considered by some to be one of 

the most important for the study of dialectics and by others a compiler, is largely 

represented in Alcobaça, however it is absent from Santa Cruz.

In the libraries of both monasteries, there are also texts from theologians and homi-

leticians, such as St. Bernard and Hugh of Saint Victor, with the latter being an im-

portant author as he represents the speculative mystics. The De Sacramentis, existing 

in Alcobaça as well as in Santa Cruz, is a large Summa Theologica. However, contrary 

to what expected, St. Bernard is not the most represented author, even though his 

works spread rapidly through the library of Alcobaça. Here, we can also find one of 

the first works of Saint Anselm, Cur Deus Homo, of mystic character, but three of his 

fundamental works are absent: the Monogium, the Proslogium and the De Veritate. 

Another well represented group in Alcobaça, though less significant than in Santa 

Cruz, is the Hagiography, the narration of miraculous and exemplary achievements 

of the Saints. These manuscripts constitute one of the most important remaining 

hagiographic collections from the 12th century, being an important link in the history 

of the first Cistercians legendaries. Writings in Law are absent from Santa Cruz, while 

present in Alcobaça but with an insignificant number, apart from Bucardo and Bernar-

do Papiense, the Canons of the Fourth Council of the Lateran, the Livros do Uso de 

Cister, the Cistercian Carta Caritatis and Consuetudines (Charter of Charity). The De-

cretum Gratiani, not present in the library but whose existence is known in Clairvaux, 

Pontigny and Fontenay, is considered as one of the lost manuscripts from the library.

We highlight the Grammar works linked to teaching 20, which are well represented 

through Papias, and also with Alexander of Villedieu, Garnier of Rochefort (Cister-

cian monk of Clairvaux) and an Alegoric Dictionary of Pedro Cantor.

We emphasize also the presence of the Bible, the Book, whose existing copies, due 

to the importance given in terms of dimension and care to its execution and orna-

ments, show the importance they had in this library. It is also worth mentioning that 

the two Santa Cruz bibles present only the Old Testament, with the New Testament 

being absent in this library. Finally, there are the liturgical books, which are quite 

significant in the constitution of these two libraries, due to their number and qual-

ity, the Psalters and Missals.

At the end of the twelfth century, the Portuguese monastic cultural context was 

spiritually propitious to the De Avibus of Hughes de Fouilloy, a text that was meant 

to be a behaviour model for the lay – brotherhood community, explaining to them 
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21. Miranda, M.A. et al. 2010. On Wings of Blue: 

The history, materials and techniques of the Book 

of Birds in Portuguese scriptoria. in Afonso, L.U. 

(ed.) The Materials of the Image. As Matérias da 

Imagem, Lisboa: Campo da Comunicação, 181-

182.

22. The involvement of the Bishop of Coimbra, 

D. Pedro Soares, in the expulsion of the Benedic-

tine monks from the Lorvão monastery, prompt 

us to consider the possibility that they would 

have carried with them some of the codex and 

left others, possibly some mss. that were neces-

sary for the religious service as De Avibus and the 

Lorvão Apocalypse. 

23. The Lorvão Apocalypse is part of a large col-

lection of manuscripts known as Beatus, a name 

derived from the Beatus of Liébana, a monk who 

lived at the turn of the eighth to the ninth cen-

tury, in Liébana and wrote a Commentary to the 

Apocalypse of Saint John, in an environment of 

belief in the end of the world, accentuated by 

the closeness to the end of the millennium and 

an Iberic Peninsula that was converted to the Is-

lam. It is believed that the original manuscript 

would have been illuminated and that it would 

communicate the visual message of the events 

that occurred since the Revelation of Christ up 

until the moment of the reconstruction of New 

Jerusalem. In these manuscripts text and image 

are intrinsically interconnected.

24. Lorvão 5, 43 and 50; Alcobaça 410; Santa 

Cruz 4 and 27. Supplementary material at www.

dcr.fct.unl, section Events – Medieval Colours 

Conference.

25. This in part explains our engagement in the 

critical edition of The book on how to make co-

lours that is presented in the Varia section of this 

number.

26. The BPMP manuscripts were studied in a Mo-

lab mission, in the framework of the Eu-ARTECH 

European project. www.eu-artech.org/files/ME-

DMAN-UserReport.pdf

27. Melo, M.J., Claro, A. 2010. Bright light: mi-

crospectrofluorimetry for the characterization of 

lake pigments and dyes in works of art. Accounts 

of Chemical Research. 43(6): 857-866.

the mysteries of incarnation using birds as examples. The three monasteries had a 

copy of the «Book of Birds» 21.

The Lorvão monastery, as previously referred, unlike the two other monasteries, 

present a very heterogeneous collection 22 as well as a few number of manuscripts. 

Within this project were studied the manuscripts dating from the Iberian monachism 

period of the monastery until the Cistercian period, which include two Lectionaries 

(one Temporal and one Santoral), one Martirology, one Psalter, a manuscript of Saint 

Augustine, Enarrationes in Psalmos (1183), one Gradual, one Livro das Calendas 

and two dated manuscripts, the Book of Birds (1183/84) and Lorvão Apocalypse 

(1189) 23. 

The manuscripts selected for study, produced during the 12th and the first half of 

the 13th century, are available as Supplementary Material 24, together with the folia 

object of molecular characterization. Thirteen manuscripts were chosen from the 

Santa Cruz collection, fourteen from Alcobaça, and eleven from the Lorvão collec-

tion. This selection was based not only on the chronological period established, but 

also on the richness of artistic and chromatic features. Many of the manuscripts are 

only tentatively dated,Tables AP1-AP3, and only 6 24 present a colophon in which a 

date was originally included by the author.

3. Colour: molecular characterization

We approach the study of the materials and techniques of medieval illuminations 

from three perspectives: art history, molecular analysis of the original artworks and 

historical accurate reconstructions 25. This section will describe the results of the 

molecular analysis in Portuguese medieval paint colours. In this research, we aim to 

unveil the complete paint formulation, including the proportions of which colour-

ants, binders, fillers and other additives were used. With this knowledge, it will be 

possible to reproduce, in the laboratory, a medieval paint that will be as durable and 

luminous as the colours that we still find in medieval illuminated manuscripts; we 

will also be better prepared to preserve this illuminated heritage.

3.1 Colourants
Missions to Torre do Tombo (ANTT-DGARQ), Biblioteca Pública Municipal do Porto 

(BPMP) 26 and Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (BNP) were carried out during No-

vember 2007, January 2009 and May 2009, respectively. The experimental design 

and the analytical techniques are described in Appendix Experimental Design 27. 

From the study of all three monasteries’ manuscripts, the medieval Portuguese mo-

lecular palette was proposed Figure 4 28. This included the best colourants available 

during medieval times: vermilion, red lead (minium), orpiment, lac dye (and possibly 

other red dyes), lapis lazuli, indigo, white lead, carbon and bone black 29 as well as 

a synthetic copper green named bottle green. Although included in Figure 4, azur-

ite and malachite were very seldom used 30. In the Portuguese illuminations of the 
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28. Miranda, M.A., Claro, A., Lemos, A., Miguel, 

C. and Melo, M.J. 2008. A Iluminura Portuguesa, 

uma abordagem interdisciplinar. Revista de His-

tória de Arte – FCSH. 5: 228-245.

29. Cabral, J.M.P. 2006. História Breve dos Pig-

mentos. 4. Das Artes da Idade Média (1.ª parte). 

Química-Boletim da Sociedade Portuguesa de 

Química. 103: 33-44.

30. They will become later the colour for blue 

and green [Moura, L., Melo, M.J., Casanova, C., 

Claro, A. 2007. A Study on Portuguese Manus-

cript Illumination: The Charter of Vila Flor (Flo-

wer Town), 1512. Journal of Cultural Heritage. 

8: 299-306].

31. Cabral, J.M.P. 2001. História Breve dos Pig-

mentos. III – Das artes grega e romana. Química-

Boletim da Sociedade Portuguesa de Química. 

82: 57-64.

32. Miguel, C., Claro, C., Melo, M.J. and Lopes, 

J.A. 2009. Green, blue, greenish blue or bluish 

green? Copper pigments in medieval Portugue-

se Illuminations. Sources and Serendipity – Tes-

timonies of Artists’ Practice, London: Archetype: 

33-38.

33. In this text carmine describes a dark red, ob-

tained from an organic red dye such as lac dye 

(laccaic acids A, B, etc.) or cochineal (kermesic 

and carminic acid).

34. Melo, M.J. 2009. History of natural dyes in 

the ancient Mediterranean world. Handbook of

Natural Colorants, T. Bechtold and R. Mussak 

(eds), Chichester: John Wiley & Sons 3-18; Sei-

xas de Melo, J., Melo, M.J., Claro, A. 2006. As 

moléculas da cor, na Arte e na Natureza. Quími-

ca-Boletim da Sociedade Portuguesa de Química, 

101: 44-55.

35. Strolovitch, D. 2005. Old Portuguese in 

Hebrew Script: convention, contact, and con-

vivência. PhD Dissertation. Cornell University. 

116-184; Blondheim, S.1928. An old Portuguese 

work on manuscript illumination. Jewish Quar-

terly Review. 19: 97-135; Moreira de Sá, A. 1960. 

Revista da Faculdade de Letras, 4: 210-223.

twelfth and thirteenth century, lapis lazuli was the colour for blue and was usually 

used as a pure pigment 31. Dark blues were obtained by adding indigo to lapis lazuli 

(Santa Cruz) or by using indigo (Lorvão). A deep saturated green, named bottle-

green, found ubiquitously in all manuscripts, was always applied as a single colour 32. 

Reds were obtained with vermilion that we found as a pure pigment in the lettering 

or mixed with chalk or red lead (Lorvão) for more extensive painting. Dark reds or 

carmine colours 33 could be obtained both with an organic dye as lac dye 34 (Lorvão) 

or by adding an organic dye to vermilion (Santa Cruz). The whites and lights were 

applied using white lead, and for the black colour, both carbon black and bone black 

were employed. Red lead was used for the orange colour, namely for typical visual 

effects, together with pink and white, as depicted in column 2 and 4 of Figure 4. 

Orpiment was less often employed, having been found in the Lorvão Apocalypse, 

where it was extensively applied, in the Bible Sta Cruz 1 and in the Homiliário Sta 

Cruz 4. Other shades of yellow and brownish colours were also found in the studied 

manuscripts, but until now their characterization was not possible (please, see also 

next section).

Pink and grey colours were consistently applied in the Alcobaça manuscripts and will 

be discussed in the section «Colour construction and meaning».

Alongside the molecular analysis of the artworks, paint historical reconstructions 

were produced based both on the analytical data and the recipes found in the me-

dieval treaties «The book on how to make colours» 35. These form an important refer-

ence database, that will allow a better understanding of the degradation mechanisms 

and to study the most appropriate conservation strategies.

fig.4  colourants and colour patterns in portuguese medieval illuminations
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36. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was ap-

plied in the 2840 to 3000 cm-1 spectral window, a 

region less vulnerable to pigments and fillers and 

therefore a good infrared window to discriminate 

the proteinaceous binding media.

37. The Book of Birds, Lorvão Apocalypse, Lor-

vão 3, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 50. 

38. Lapis lazuli does not absorb in the selected 

protein region and vermilion does not absorb in 

the entire spectral range.

39. See also the paper by Mark Clarke, in this 

volume, pag. 138.

3.2 Binders, the invisible side
Binding media, the invisible component of a paint colour, is necessary for the co-

hesion and adhesion. It influences the perception of colour and it may also play a 

key role in colour changes over time as well as in the stability of the colour paint. 

Therefore, its characterization becomes important, not only to fingerprint the spe-

cificities of the paint’s formulations of Portuguese medieval illuminations, but also 

to understand the degradation problems that are now visible in some manuscripts. 

Binders can be applied as a single binder (e.g., egg yolk), in mixtures of two or more 

polymers (e.g., parchment glue and glair) as well as more complex formulations where 

several additives are present in however minor amounts, but could still contribute to 

the paint’s film performance and permanence. To address this issue, chemometrics 

methodologies were used to compare a considerable number of infrared spectra of 

medieval paint colours, unveiling multivariate hidden patterns and by comparison 

with a reference database, to characterize the binders present.

The infrared spectra showed that the binder was protein based and therefore the ref-

erence database included infrared spectra for the most probable medieval proteinea-

ceous binders: egg white, parchment glue, egg yolk and casein glue 36, Figure 5. A set 

of 19 micro-samples (six blue paint micro-samples and 13 red paint micro-samples) 

from eight Lorvão manuscripts 37 was analysed. Vermilion red and lapis lazuli blue 

were chosen because they are colours ubiquitously present in the medieval illumina-

tions 38. To quantify the binder composition, a multivariate curve resolution (MCR) 

analysis was performed; this algorithm was able to break down the infrared spectra 

to its «pure binders»: mainly a collagen binder together with egg white. It was not 

yet possible to ascertain if the binders were applied as a mixture or as binder and 

varnish, or a combination of both. To further test these results, antigen-antibody 

essays are currently in progress.

3.3 Colour degradation over time
When studying medieval illuminations, colour changes over time must be taken into 

account as they may not only dramatically transform the original colour paint, but 

also our perception of the overall colour construction and its meaning. As previously 

discussed, faded shades of «yellow colours» are yet to be characterized. It is pos-

sible that some of those faded achromatic yellow paints were originally bright yel-

lows. However, evidence must be found to corroborate this hypothesis, as one must 

also consider that many organic dyes (including blues, reds and yellows) may have 

evolved to an achromatic yellow- brown stimulus upon degradation 39. Other colour 

changes that may give rise to misleading interpretations are the darkening of white 

lead and red lead, as these may be interpreted as shading. However, under micro-

scope, the degradation is clearly visible, see bellow. These degradation phenomena 

are not frequent in the studied collections, but are present in several manuscripts as 

Lorvão Apocalypse, Bible  Sta Cruz 1 and  Etymologies, Alc 446, Figure 6. The most 

dramatic changes were observed in the extensive darkening of the orange colour 

used in Apocalypse, Figure 7, and in the loss of the ubiquitous bottle green in all 

fig.5  scores plot of a pca model for 
red (l) and blue paints (l). the grey 
circle represents the 95% of confidence 
limit. binders projected onto this model: 
parchment glue (n), egg white (n), egg 
yolk (s) and casein glue (s)
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40. Miguel, C. «Le vert et le rouge»: A study on 

the materials, techniques and meaning of the 

green and red colours in medieval Portugue-

se illuminations. Ongoing PhD Thesis (SFRH/

BD/44374/2008).

the codices. Projects were launched aiming to unveil the degradation mechanisms 40, 

as this knowledge is fundamental for the development of stabilization procedures. 

Relevant aspects of this on-going research will be next presented. 

fig.6  alcobaça 446 (13th century), f.96v evidencing signs of degradation on the white 
lead on the flesh paint. image © bnp (please see text for more details)
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41. Miguel, C., Claro, A., Gonçalves, A. P., Melo, 

M. J. and Muralha, V.S.F. 2009. A study on red 

lead degradation in the medieval manuscript, 

Lorvão Apocalypse (1189). Journal of Raman 

Spectroscopy, 40: 1966-1973.

42. Based on the quantification of As, Hg and 

S by micro-EDXRF and molecular fingerprint by 

microRaman.

43. The experiments were followed by micro-

Raman, micro-EDXRF and XRD, for more details 

please see 41.  

44. Also known as galena.

45. The general reaction pathway could be des-

cribed by the general reactions described in eq 

(1) and (2):

(1)  2Pb
3
O

4
 + As

2
S

3
 ➝ 3PbS + (AsO

4
)

2
Pb

3
              

(2)  2AsO
4
3– + 3H

2
O ➝ As

2
O

3
 + O

2
 + 6OH–            

46. Colour coordinates in the Lab* system, 

L*=35.75 a*=-9.99 b*=7.58 (D65 illuminant and 

10.º observer angle).

Orange 41  

The red lead from Lorvão Apocalypse changed from being a bright orange to a dark 

brown, following three general degradation patterns: a very textured surface where 

a pastel yellow colour and red grains were observed, a thin black-grey layer over 

the orange and, finally, a thicker layer of a metallic appearance, Figure 7. To further 

understand the degradation mechanisms, based on the fact that in the orange paints 

the presence of orpiment in ca. 1-4% and vermilion below 2% (%wt) was detected 42, 

a set of experiments were designed to test the influence of extenders, pH and the 

two other pigments used 43. The results obtained indicated that lead sulphide 44 (PbS) 

was one of the main degradation products 45. This concurs with the results obtained in 

situ and from Raman analysis on a micro-sample of a degraded area in f. 118, which 

confirmed galena as the main degradation product of red lead 41.

fig.7  details from lorvão apocalypse for orange degradation: no visible degradation 
(angel, f.118), degradation (beast, f.158), and severe degradation that may be 
misinterpreted as a paint shadow (dragon, f.153v). two macro photos evidence it

Bottle-green32 

The bottle-green paints are also suffering from extensive degradation, and even though 

this has not affected the brightness or the intensity of the deep green 46, it has however 

affected the invisible component of the paint: the binder. Bottle-greens are being lost 

due to a weakening in the cohesion and adhesion of the support. The bottle-green has 

a glassy fractured appearance under the microscope and under polarized light it appears 

as a non-crystalline structure. Historic reconstructions were performed to further char-

acterize this paint, using several copper salts as the source for colour. The experimental 

design was based on the material analysis of the greens found in manuscripts, namely 

by μ-FTIR, pointing to the existence of a copper proteinate. The reproduction of the 

bottle-green colour concludes that copper sources play an important role and, from all 

tested compounds, only verdigris, previously dissolved in a 50 year aged homemade 

vinegar, proved to be adequate. Work is currently in progress on the framework of a PhD 

Thesis 40, to further elucidate both its synthesis and degradation mechanisms.
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4. Colour construction and meaning 

In all the collections, as already described, colours are applied almost as a pure col-

ourant in a proteinaceous tempera. In a considerable set of manuscripts, matiz and 

highlights are also used to give volume and to create a greater visual impact, Fig-

ure 4. Exceptions have been found in the construction of some dark reds and blues, 

obtained by mixing an inorganic pigment with this dye 47; in the pinks and greys, 

obtained by adding white lead to red or black (or to dark blue indigo); in vermilion, 

which, is sometimes mixed, when applied on a large surface, to a red lead (minium) 

with no alteration of its hue, or in the use of fillers, such as calcium carbonate. None 

of the mixtures mentioned represents an obstacle for the colours’ visual impact, be-

ing luminous and with unique hues (red, green, blue, yellow), where the contrasts 

red/blue or red/green are frequently used. This contributes to the effect of radiance 

of light and colours which streams from the Portuguese medieval illumination.

4.1 Santa Cruz
The manuscripts dating from the middle of the 12th century, such as Santa Cruz 58 

and 17, were probably the first to be produced and present a palette consisting of 

yellow, red and green. Another palette with clear dominance of blues, yellows, greens 

and reds would later replace. The colours are opaque, saturated and bright and they 

are applied homogeneously in backgrounds, using predominantly the contrasts yel-

low/green/red, which would be replaced in the end of the 12th century by blue/red, 

such as in the Psalter Santa Cruz 27 or the Bible Santa Cruz 1. Figure 8

47. As already described, the study of colour in 

the Santa Cruz monastery collection was carried 

out in the framework of a Molab mission and it 

was possible, with the aid of a portable fluorime-

ter, to acquire emission spectra and to measure 

fluorescence lifetimes in situ. As indigo is easily 

identified both by fluorescence data as well as by 

Raman spectroscopy it was possible to conclude 

that the dark blues were obtained mixing lapis 

lazuli with indigo. With regard to the carmine or 

dark red colour, the presence of emission was de-

tected but it was low and no match was found in 

the database. However, it was possible to con-

clude that the dark red was obtained again by 

mixing an inorganic pigment, vermilion, with this 

dye. The detection of these mixtures for the dark 

blue and red colours is, in itself, important evi-

dence for the characterization of the Santa Cruz 

palette, as it was not observed in the manuscript 

collections of the two other monasteries, Lorvão 

and Alcobaça. 

fig.8  details from santa cruz manuscripts. from top to bottom: santa cruz 20 in ff. 
152, 173v, 128v and 92; santa cruz 1 in ff. 314, 338, 197, 206v, 364v, 362v, 364 and 362v, 
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4.2 Alcobaça: matiz and volumetry
It has been revealed that the religious community of Alcobaça knew the new proc-

esses of manuscript painting, delivered through prescriptions and treatises present-

ing a Byzantine influence. This influence is visible in Italy, as well as in Catalunya, 

Bourgogne and Champagne. 

Besides Saint Bernard’s prohibitions 48 on image and colour, the matiz technique 

generalized in the Clairvaux scriptorium allowed to develop volume and a diversity 

of shades in one letter, mostly at an ornamental level. In Alcobaça, the monks only 

applied monochromatism as an exception and used this technique in letters full of 

volume and exuberance. The ornament presents a more restrictive palette in the first 

manuscripts, diversifying latter in the liturgical manuscripts. This can be verified in 

the set of Alcobaça missals 49. Figure 9

48. Lucet, B. 1974. La codification cistercienne 

de 1202 et son évolution. Roma: Editions Cister-

cien. Litterae unius fiant et non depictae (Letras 

de uma só cor e não figuradas).

49. BNF, Alc 249, 251-53, 255-59.

50. Miranda, M.A., Claro, A., Lemos, A., Miguel, 

C. and Melo, M.J. 2008. A Iluminura Portuguesa, 

uma abordagem interdisciplinar. Revista de His-

tória de Arte – FCSH. 5: 232.

51. Gage, J. 2009. Color and Culture. London: 

Thames and Hudson, 61-64.

52. In this counting are not included canon ta-

bles, schema and marginal illustration.

53. Wirth, J. 1999. L’image a l’époque romane. 

Paris : Du Cerf, p.389 : «La façon de placer les 

couleurs est particulièrement intéressante. Dans 

l’ensemble, elles forment des bordures et ne cou-

vrent qu’exceptionnellement un champ, laissant 

le parchemin nu sur la plus grande partie de sa 

surface. De part et d’autre de l’arche, Hugues 

dispose trois poutres adjacentes dans le sens de 

la longueur, formant des bordures successives 

d’inégale épaisseur. La plus forte est à l’extérieur 

et celle  du milieu est la plus fine, contractée en-

tre les deuz autres. Dans la partie supérieure de 

l’arche, correspondant au temps de la loi naturel, 

le vert est à l’extérieur, la pourpre au milieu et le 

jaune à l’intérieur. Dans la seconde partie, cor-

respondant à la loi écrite, on a successivement 

le jaune, le vert et la pourpre. Enfin dans la troi-

sième partie, celle de la grâce, on a la pourpre, le 

jaune et le vert».

fig.9  details from alcobaça manuscripts. from top to bottom: alcobaça 419 in ff. 1v 
and 91v, alcobaça 426 in f. 252 and alcobaça 446 in f. 96v

4.3 Lorvão
Even though the Lorvão collection is the most heterogeneous, it includes two manu-

scripts that present relevant characteristics in the national and international context, 

having, for this reason, a monographic treatment. They are Lorvão Apocalypse and 

the Book of Birds, which will be later discussed. 

Besides the restricted palette of red, orange, yellow and black colours, Figure 10, 

the particularities of Lorvão Apocalypse in the context of Romanesque illumina-
fig.10  colour mapping of lorvão 
apocalypse by relative areas
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tion in Portugal are also due to the fact it is the only one with an iconographic 

programme 50. The exclusive use of theses colours makes us search for its mean-

ing; the predominance of yellow (50% of the area), materialized in the orpiment, 

provoke a luminous effect, which may be related to an aesthetic of light common 

to the Christian and Arabic worlds, where it is linked to the divine 5. The symbolic 

and eschatological character of the text and image in the literary tradition of the 

commentary on Apocalypse, and the need to spread a message in the political and 

religious context of the peninsular Christian expansion, would have conducted 

the artist of the Lorvão Apocalypse to create an iconographic programme which 

is conveyed in  88 52 images. He opted for the use of contrasting and luminous 

colours applied in the backgrounds and transparent bodies, which seems to exalt 

the spirituality present in the text. The Portuguese illuminators would use this 

painting process for a long time. There is a predominance of the use of drawing, 

being colour applied in the backgrounds 53. This practice had a large widespread 

in the Western Christian manuscripts, namely by the Norman (Mont Saint Michel, 

Fécamp Abbey) and Southern France communities (Albi, Limoges and Moissac) 

and also the Saxon world. 

In the other manuscripts, we can say that, generally speaking, we observe an ex-

tensive use of carmine 54, directly applied on the parchment, like in Diagrama da 

Pomba (Book of Birds, f.6), or on the minium, to darken it and create an effect of 

relief (incidire). Moreover, it is mixed with white lead to create a scale from dark 

to light (matiz), Figure 4. This organic red, lac dye in the Book of Birds, could be 

a characteristic of the Portuguese medieval illumination and, together with blue 55  

indigo, was a colourant used in luxury fabric dyeing. By that time, both colourants 

were integrated in the extensive net of trade routes created by the Arab conquest 56. 

The use of white lead for the white colour is also characteristic. The contemporary 

European production presents many common characteristics, such as the use of lapis 

lazuli for blue, of vermilion for red and the presence of minium in the palette. The 

latter being applied pure, as already described, or in a matiz from pink, dark red and 

very dark red (or black) 57 Figure 4. It is important to mention that, in the Book on 

how to make colours 35, two recipes are described to obtain a lac dye carmine 58 as well 

as one for a parchment glue tempera. It is worth to stress that Besides Ivo Castro 59, 

a Portuguese expert in linguistics, also Devon Strolovitch 60, author of one of the 

recent critical editions of this manuscript, states that this manuscript is the product 

of a cult and socially integrated Hebrew community. Our critical edition of the sci-

ence involved also shows that some recipes reflect complex technological processes 

but, generally, allowed us to obtain the colours described 25. So, we may conclude 

that there are evidences that, in the 15th century, the Hebrew community had the 

necessary knowledge to prepare a medieval colour paint and, even more important, 

this know-how was part of a more ancient tradition as discussed in a recent linguistic 

analysis 61. Further investigation in the technological aspects of the Book on how to 

make colours will probably allow us to reach conclusions on the contribution of this 

community to the colour of the Portuguese illumination.

54. The etymology of carmine is described by Kris-

tol, A.M. 1978. Color. Les langues romanes devant 

le phénomène de la couleur. Zurique: Éditions 

Francke Berne, p 170: «carmim, formation hybride 

à partir d’un élément de provenance arabe et d’un 

élément latin (<qirmizi x minium). (...) quant à /

cramoisi/ (<qirmizi »rouge de kermès», c’est-à-di-

re «rouge de cochenille» aussi) dont l’introduction 

est postérieure d’un siècle environ à celle d’/

écarlate/ et de /carmin/ (première attestation 

1298), c’este le terme rouge cochenille qui desig-

ne le «rouge foncè», «pourpre», «rouge violâtre.» 

55. Anil is synonymous for indigo and it was 

commonly used in Portuguese until the first de-

cades of the twentieth century.

56. Lombard, M. 1978. Les Textiles dans le mon-

de musulman: du VIIe au XIIe siècle. Paris: Mou-

ton Editeur, p.252.

57. These red dyes could be obtained from ani-

mal or plant sources, for more details please 

see (Melo, M.J. 2009. History of natural dyes 

in the ancient Mediterranean world. Handbook 

of Natural Colorants, T. Bechtold and R. Mus-

sak (eds), Chichester: John Wiley & Sons 6-7).

58. On Chapters 13 and 14 (this one is incomple-

te, with no reference for the colour source). For 

producing rose colours, other recipes are present 

based on Brazilwood on chapters 8, 9, 27 and 44. 

59. Castro, I. 2010. Notas sobre a língua do Livro 

de como se fazen as cores (ms. Parma 1959) in 

Afonso, L.U. (ed.) The Materials of the Image. As 

Matérias da Imagem, Lisboa: Campo da Comuni-

cação, p.87: «escrita deste texto em aljamia he-

braica, percebe-se a existência, no séc. XV, de uma 

comunidade judeo-portuguesa bem integrada no 

tecido nacional, com elevada competência de li-

teracia tanto em hebraico como em português».

60. Strolovitch, D.L. 2010. Old Portuguese in He-

brew script: beyond O livro de como se fazem as 

cores, in Afonso, L.U. (ed.) The Materials of the 

Image. As Matérias da Imagem, Lisboa: Campo 

da Comunicação, 29-43.

61. Castro, I. 2010. Notas sobre a língua do Livro 

de como se fazen as cores (ms. Parma 1959) in 

Afonso, L.U. (ed.) The Materials of the Image. As 

Matérias da Imagem, Lisboa: Campo da Comuni-
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fig.11  colour analysis for the book of birds of the portuguese monasteries (lorvão, 
santa cruz and alcobaça) and the french abbey clairvaux. reds used for lettering, 
being part of the illumination, are shown slightly out

cação, p.87: «a co-presença de camadas linguís-

ticas de diferente cronologia mantém a possibili-

dade de fontes textuais mais antiga».

62. Kristol,  A.M. 1978. Color. Les langues roma-

nes devant le phénomène de la couleur. èditions 

Francke Berne.

63. Melo, M.J. 2009. History of natural dyes in 

the ancient Mediterranean world. Handbook of

Natural Colorants, T. Bechtold and R. Mussak 

(eds), p.7.

64. Possibly this vocabulary was brought by the 

Arabs into the Peninsula, but it derives from the 

Persian word for the blue stone lapis-lazuli, lã-

zaward. Kristol,  A.M. 1978. Color. Les langues 

romanes devant le phénomène de la couleur. 

Èditions Francke Berne, 237- 238.

65. Lack of published molecular data on the ms. 

collections contemporary to ours.

4.4 General conclusions
From our investigation of colour of medieval Portuguese illumination, it emerges 

that the materials used in its production, play an important role in a global history. 

The cultural importance of the materials of colour is well presented in our language, 

where many terms used to designate colour come from the materials source, that is, 

medieval colourants. Thus, taking for example, the red and blue, the Portuguese ety-

mology is for both directly related to the source producing the colour 62. In the case 

of red, the small parasite from which dye was extracted, vermiculum in Latin 63; in the 

blue, to the semiprecious stone lapis-lazuli from which the most coveted colour of 

the Middle Ages was obtained 64. Thus, one of the aims of this investigation would be 

to compare the materials used in the creation of colour of the Portuguese medieval 

illumination with some of the used ones in other important European centres, such 

as France and Spain. This comparative analysis is however not yet possible 65, and in 

order to overcome this obstacle, we decided to launch a project on colour mapping, 

which includes quantifying relative proportions of the area occupied for each colour 
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in the illuminations. In a first phase, we will quantify the areas of the main colours 

used in the Portuguese manuscripts: the red, carmine, orange, blue, green, black 

and yellow. In the Portuguese case, it is possible to associate a molecular palette to 

these colours. We tested the potential of this approach with the Books of the Birds 

from the Portuguese monasteries, comparing them with the one of the Clairvaux 

monastery 66, Figure 11. In a first analysis, it was possible to verify that the distri-

bution of colours of the codex of Alcobaça is identical to the one of Clairvaux, as 

expected, considering the similarity of its iconographic programme. One of the most 

interesting and unexpected results which emerged from the analysis of the Book of 

Birds from Lorvão is the evidence of the amount of red being identical to the blue 

one, as if those two colours existed in its contrast. We emphasise the low proportion 

of green in this manuscript, which was increasing from the Santa Cruz manuscript 

to the Alcobaça at the expense of the blue. Will these data allow us to propose a 

review in the dating of theses codices towards a more recent dating of the Lorvão 

manuscript? In other words, the progression of blue 67 (and the regression of green) 

corresponds to a change of paradigm, the blue ascending to the main colour in the 

medieval palette, taking for itself, the meaning of spiritual colour? This is a ques-

tion to which only an analysis on a larger number of manuscripts could answer; an 

analysis that is actually going on. However, it is possible to add that this hypothesis 

is in agreement with the new dating of the Clairvaux manuscript, 1170, proposed 

by Patricia Stirnemann and Rémy Cordonnier 68.

5. Outlook

One of the often-neglected components in the study of medieval illumination is what 

it is made from: paint. As if the materials, their process and technology involved were 

not also a cultural product, so many times paradigmatic. In the technological revolution 

started in the Middle Age, which coined the western modern civilization, the techno-

logical production is a cultural product with a high impact. With the present interdis-

ciplinary project, we hope to give contribution to a cultural history of medieval colour, 

intrinsically global. The work of the investigation conducted by the interdisciplinary 

team has put forward new hypotheses in relation to aesthetic and symbolic options of 

the illuminators and to the dating of the manuscripts, Lorvão Apocalypse and De Avibus 

respectively. Moreover, we tried to start a narrative that integrates the contributions of 

different cultures, which coexisted in the Romanesque Portugal. We have integrated 

diverse evidences which, even apparently dispersed, allowed us to forecast a consist-

ent pattern. For example, two of the most important colours of the medieval palette, 

the red and the blue, were traded and/or processed by the Arabs or Jews. Thus, lapis 

lazuli and lac dye (dark red) were imported from Afghanistan and India; the vermilion, 

though it could be imported from the Almaden mines as a mineral, became a produc-

tion of Arabic sciences, that is, obtained by (al)chemical synthesis, combining mercury 

and sulphur. This recipe is clearly described in detail in the Hebrew-Portuguese Book 

66. Manuscript preserved at Troyes Library, BM 

177.

67. As proposed by Pastoureau, M. 2002. Bleu. 

Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 67-68; Gage, J. 2009. 

Color and Culture. London: Thames and Hudson; 

and Brussatin, M. B.1995. Oro e azzurro. Lezione 

sui colori, Veneza: Libreria Editrioce Cafoscarina, 

p 13. 

68. Based on the findings of Rémy Cordonnier 

and discussion with Patricia Stirnemann.
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69. The new date for this ms. 15th century, was 

recently proposed by the team of FLUL that stu-

died the treaties on the art of painting produ-

ced in Portugal from Medieval Ages to 1850. It 

is probable that some of the processes described 

in the manuscript reflect older traditions. As Ivo 

Castro could establish, based on linguist analy-

sis, the first version could date form the 13th-

14th centuries. Inês Villela-Petit was one of the 

first scholars to propose a new date for the ms. 

For more details please see, Luís Afonso (p14) 

e Ivo de Castro (p93-94) in Afonso, L.U. (ed.) 

2010. The Materials of the Image. As Matérias 

da Imagem, Lisboa: Campo da Comunicação. As 

well as paper by Maria João Melo and Catarina 

Miguel in Varia section of this volume, pag. 290.

70. PTDC/EAT-EAT/104930/2008.

71. As an example, the workshop that was or-

ganized in the framework of the International 

Day of Museums, to a public ranging from 7 to 

77 years old (please see http://www.cvtv.pt/

imagens/index.asp?id_video=295 and http://

www.cvtv.pt/imagens/index.asp?id_video=302). 

These workshops are based on the step by step 

[Melo, M.J., Miranda, M.A. (coord.), Claro, A., 

Lemos, A. and Miguel, C. 2007. À descoberta da 

cor na iluminura medieval com o Apocalipse do 

Lorvão e o Livro das Aves, published online at 

http://www.dcr.fct.unl.pt/step-by-step].

72. See paper on Varia section of this volume, 

pag. 294.

on how to make colours 69. In the case of, it is in the meaning of the colour itself that 

we can find evidences of the Islamic culture influence, consistent with the fact it was 

copied in Lorvão, located in a region that was an important centre of the Mozarabic 

culture, from a Mozarabic codex of the 10th century.

Within the current on-going project Colour in medieval illuminated manuscripts: 

between beauty and meaning 70, we wish to deepen this lead and seek for new evi-

dences which will allow us to unveil the meaning of the colour in medieval codices, 

detecting the contributions of the three medieval cultures which forged together 

Portugal, that is the Hebrew, Muslim and Christian cultures. 

Finally, and as a way to share our findings with the interested audience, in addition 

to hands-on workshops of production of medieval illumination that we frequently 

organize since 2007 71, we will also explore the modern computer interaction tech-

nologies 72, with the main focus on children and young publics. We intend to achieve 

an engaging, intuitive and easy to use interactive system. This installation will simu-

late the illuminations’ creation process in the medieval period, addressing several 

aspects from the materials’ origin and production methods to the painting process. 

It will also show users the historical and social context of that time and reveal the 

meanings of the colours and images depicted. •
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The global approach and experimental design set-up for a comprehen-

sive study on colour production for medieval Portuguese illuminations 

will be briefly described. Missions, where the equipment is transported 

to the institutions where the manuscripts are preserved, were prepared 

after a careful selection of the manuscripts by the Art history experts. 

From these manuscripts a relevant number of folia were analyzed in 

order to ensure statistical relevance. MicroRaman, microFTIR, micro-

XRF and microXRD are powerful complementary techniques and were 

used for the characterization of colorants in medieval manuscripts. 

Analytical techniques based on emission fluorescence have been re-

cently experimented for the identification of dyes and lake pigments 

with rewarding results, and were used to study the organic colourants 

in Portuguese medieval illuminations. During the missions, the first 

screening is carried out by microEDXRF, which indicates the possible 

colorants and extenders present and allows a first quantification of 

these elements, moreover its 70 μm enable us to obtain data that is 

fig. A2.1

representative for the distribution, in the manuscript, of a certain paint 

colour. This was performed by selecting in each folio, and for each 

colour, five representative areas and three points in each colour area 

enabled to have relevant and representative data, allowing to have 

statistical value that can also be used in other analytical techniques, 

such as chemometrics. To quantify mixtures even more acquisitions 

were needed. An estimate time to analyse a 10x10 cm illumination 

with the entire palette applied (Figure A2.1) , reveals that five hours 

would be needed to assure its representativeness. For instance in a 

blue colour, 11 micro-EDXRF analyses, 11 micro-Raman and 1 micro-

sampling would take at least 50 minutes. Regarding the number of 

illuminations by manuscript and the real time to analyse them, one 

must choose between a folio by folio analysis or selecting represen-

tative illuminations.

MicroRaman, which allows for high spatial resolution (1- 5 μm spot) 

and enables the diverse paint components to be excited separately as 

well as emission fluorescence techniques are used to address specific 

points, such as the molecular characterization of an inorganic pigment 

or a dye, respectively. Together with the spectroscopic investigation, 

paints are also analyzed by optical microscopy which allows to unders-

tand how the final colour is built up (e.g., by layers or by mixture), 

to detect possible degradation phenomena and to sample the colour 

paints that will be subjected to a more detailed characterization in the 

laboratory, as regards the colorants, binders and additives. Designed 

micro-sampling presents several advantages, namely it keeps to a 

minimum the handling of the manuscript and allows for more detai-

led studies in the laboratory, without the time constraint that in situ 

mission implies. Typically, in the laboratory a sample is first analyzed 

by microFTIR, allowing for binder characterization and to gain an 

insight into the full paint formulation. If a dye is present, microspec-

trofluorimetry may be carried out first, as it requires no contact with 

the sample and employs a low-intensity radiation. MicroRaman and 

microDXR may be used to address specific points; with both methods, 

sample destruction may occur. •

Appendix 1

Experimental Design




